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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two XT endpoints support Dual-Video resolution of 1080p
60fps? (Choose two.)
A. XT5000
B. XT Executive 240
C. XT4200
D. XT1200
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
Reference:
http://docs.radvision.com/bundle/xt5000_user_guide_3_2/xt5000_x
g_comparing_models

NEW QUESTION: 2
You want to create a product promotion to be used in the
Interaction Center or in the Web shop, and want to offer
accessories for the new product.
Where do you maintain accessories for the new product?
A. In the top n list
B. In the cross-sell/ up-sell/ down-sell rules
C. In product master maintenance
D. In Trade Promotion Management
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: B,D
Explanation:
An exact copy of the attacker's system must be captured for
further investigation so that the original data can remain
unchanged. An analyst will then start the process of capturing
data from the most volatile to the least volatile.
The order of volatility from most volatile to least volatile is
as follows:
Data in RAM, including CPU cache and recently used data and
applications Data in RAM, including system and network
processes Swap files (also known as paging files) stored on
local disk drives Data stored on local disk drives Logs stored
on remote systems Archive media Incorrect Answers:
A: Removable media is not regarded as volatile data.
B: Passwords written on scrap paper is not regarded as volatile
data.
D: Documents on the printer is not regarded as volatile data.
F: Data stored on the system hard drive is lower in the order
of volatility compared to system memory.
References:
Gregg, Michael, and Billy Haines, CASP CompTIA Advanced
Security Practitioner Study Guide, John Wiley &amp; Sons,
Indianapolis, 2012, pp. 250-254
http://blogs.getcertifiedgetahead.com/security-forensic-perform
ance-based-question/
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